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Wild bird

in your cage of rib

  and lung,

I hear you    break

  into open space

daring

the high and unmarked air

surrounding stone,

 startling the dusty film that settles

   across the rafters –

untrammelled soprano   reaching above

 a mesh of voice,

where human bodies 

 attuned

play their notes of breath 

   pouring

    (we were thirsty,

    dying

    for want of this)

  

streams of falling light

   swoop   and

we ride the textured wave,

braving rapids of prayer –

  so many hearts’ ancient longings –

trusting to this crafted 

   ship of sound,

its promise of quiet water.

A Capella:
On hearing the Tallis Scholars
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To build

  or find

 a necessary poise:

     say, a white necked heron 

  still

    against the mudflats,

 watching –

this all begins 

 a long way back;

Consider this tree pose,

 its deep anchor,

   reaching branches –

 a human body,

holding,

 deceptive simplicity:

there is no last minute cram

or rearrangement

that can produce this,

that could trick the world

or ourselves

that we have roots in soil, 

if we don’t;

Balancing
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Perhaps an early tug in the weave of the ordinary –

 the practice of scales on dusty afternoons,

  virtuosity unimaginable,

an awkward conversation that finally says

 what needed to be said,

an incidental act of kindness witnessed

by no-one;

 just love’s humble generosity,

  its open palm:

this quiet place

this resting,

 restless heart –

Once, in another universe, Philippe Petit set out

across the wire;

the world seemed

  solid 

and yet he launched into a fitful middle space,

his body a machine for riding air and sky, for making

friends with gravity

 which let him walk,

 laughing as he danced

  light foot from element to element

knowing the precious carriage of his weight,

the even breath

the steady grip of muscle:
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As dangerous and as magnificent as that –

this turning of ourselves

  with thought and craft and purpose

through time’s aerial corridor,

feet curled around earthen ropes,

hands reaching for a transience of cloud.
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One

    by one, then

severally, as breezes

 catch

at the finery of trees,

leaves

    ride the runnels of air

 down

to find the ground,

settling

in still damp grass,

a flecked universe of

     colour and shape and

 angle:

summer’s dense green tunnel 

done with

 already,

leaves land

like the soft footfall of

some shy creature,

looking

and treading lightly,

 then unsteadily,

through shafts of sun and now

 shadow,

these shifting woods.

Clearing in the Woods
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Giverny

Avenues of colour –

 your composed cultivations,

the fertile texture of loam

  where children have tumbled like seeds

    spilling across

your gardener’s map,

its broad encompassing;

You dreamed a space –

then built in frond and petal,

  water-course and delicately 

arced bridge;

and dreamed again in stroke and swathe of blue and white and

 violet and green

   floating

on the textured eye of your canvas;

so that a rippling of paint might

 transport me

now,

to that same green energy,

 translucence of light,

  the boldness of blossom,

your beloved garden.

Monet: Series
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Waterlilies

Swirl of cloud and reedy water,

smudging purple,  blue,   green

of depth

 and sky –

 

while these lanterns   

 rich vermillion

   hover

ablaze and swinging

between shifting worlds.

Morning on the Seine

The quiet sway

  and coursing of current

as night 

lapses, 

where leaves trail,

 fingers through a gentler tide;

where light suffuses

  sheets of air

  slung wide across stirring water –

roiling mist,

profusion of elements:
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this universe of

 bank  and   river,

a glory,

washed in strokes of white.

Lastly: Les Roses

When swirling bright pink blooms –

  clustering on leggy stems and

   collared with rough green –

lean,  

 blowsy and heavy-headed

  across a swathe of summer blue,

its cooling vapours –

vision sways and

 eddies 

in the dizzying, dappled shade of the garden,

  its sighs of rise

and fall and

 quiver:

this perpetual and

  renewing

 season,

this perfumed possibility of 

seeing 

for the very first time.
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All through this mild spring day

washing waves

peaceably

on the line,

 its patches of colour, 

  its variables of shape

conversing equitably with little puffs of breeze,

smiling indulgently at the language of birds;

over the spires of the rosemary

 the air is thick with insects,

while a young cat cavorts,

leaping for a bee –

oblivious to harm,

in love with the daylight.

Back Garden


